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This column began by providing advice on fly casting. In recent years it has become more of a blog 

on fly fishing in general.  Where it’s heading next I’m not sure. But this month I want to return to 

casting and talk about common faults and fixes. Most of us have problems with our casting at some 

stage and want to know what to do about it. Hopefully, this will be of some help to you. 

 

Those of you who are serious about your casting and want to know what makes a good cast and 

how to correct errors should stop reading now. Put the newsletter down and go to the library and 

borrow or even buy this book and DVD. The book is called “Troubleshooting the Cast” 
1
 by Ed 

Jaworowski and the DVD is “Flycasting Faults & Fixes”
2 

by Mel Krieger. Even if you think you 

have no casting faults these two publications are worthy additions to your library. Jaworowski’s 

book is plain and somewhat boring but comprehensively covers casting faults, their causes and how 

to fix them. Not bedside reading material but a must have if you want to know everything that can 

go wrong with a cast and what to do about it. 

 

Krieger’s DVD is just as thorough but is much more entertaining in the way that only Mel could be. 

You have to watch this DVD and meet Joe Schmakapop to understand where most casting errors 

come from and what to do about them. I’m sure every person who has tried to help someone with 

their casting has heard Joe’s famous line “I don’t cast so good but I catch fish!”  

 

               
 

 

Whenever I watch a fly fishing video especially those on YouTube I find myself looking for casting 

errors. In many cases I don’t have to look too hard! Casting instructors are like teachers always on 

the lookout for something to correct.  Nobody likes going fishing with a casting instructor who is 

ready to point out faults. But it is when you are fishing on a stream, lake or sea that casting faults 



become most evident. It is very difficult to not say anything when you can help someone’s casting 

and get them onto a fish. Maybe that’s why not many people will go fishing with me these days! 

 

I started by saying most of us have casting faults and I include myself in that statement. In an effort 

not to lose those few people who still fish with me I am not going to talk about casting faults I see 

in others.  I want to look at the casting faults I make. Everyone I fish with casts perfectly! The 

common faults and fixes that I want to talk about now apply to me. But if the cap fits wear it! 

 

The other day on a perfect stream on a perfect day a fishing friend took great delight in pointing out 

a wind knot in my tippet. I tried to find an excuse like it must have been made by the person who 

borrowed my rod earlier but I was guilty as charged. Wind knots are formed as a result of tailing 

loops and I am prone to get a tail if I don’t concentrate on what I am doing. I’m not going to go into 

tailing loops in any detail because I have already written about that topic back in September 2014, 

There are plenty of books, articles and videos that will explain what a tailing loop is and how to 

correct the problem. You can find my article from 2014 on the Club webpage in the casting 

archives that Alec does such a great job with keeping up to date. 

(http://corralinn.weebly.com/casting.html)   

 

 

 
 

If you take a close look at this photo you will see another fault in my casdting. The dip in the 

bottom leg of the fly line and the wide loop is a result of failing to stop the rod correctly. Here the 

poor stop is in the forward cast but it can happen in the back cast as well. I tend not to have a 

problem with the stop on the back cast having spent a lot of years fishing trout streams with fly-

eating grassy banks and lakes with bead-smashing rocks. The stop is one of the more difficult 

aspects of casting to master. To the naked eye the rod doesn’t appear to stop. But if the rod doesn’t 

stop the line will not unfurl and form a loop. Getting it right is a matter of watching loops and 

adjusting when the rod is stopped. Beginners have great difficulty with their back cast because they 

do not watch their loops. If you get the timing right the legs of your fly line will be straight and 

your loops tight.  

 

http://corralinn.weebly.com/casting.html


 
 

Another fault I have when fly fishing is making too many false casts. My excuse is my eyesight is 

not as good as it used to be so I need to make more false casts to be accurate. I guess this comes 

from casting competitions where hovering a fly over the target is the way to go. Hovering a fly over 

a fish is a sure fire way to spook the fish. Here on the Ngaruroro River on the North Island of New 

Zealand I am trying to cast to a large rainbow feeding in the bubble line. Long story short I made 

one too many false casts and the fish was gone. My new year’s resolution is to cut down on false  

 

casting and I have made great progress since that trip to NZ a few years ago.  However, just 

recently on a trip up the mountains I managed to do it again and spooked a sighted trout by making 

too many false casts. I thought I was well hidden and well behind his line of vision but we all know 

trout have eyes in the back of their heads and this one saw the rod and line and bolted for the hills. 

False casting is essential to get the line out, dry out a floating fly, and position the fly where you 

want it. Getting the balance right between achieving these goals and not spooking a fish is what 

makes a successful cast. 

 

The solution to this problem just involves slowing down and thinking about what you are doing. 

When you see a fish it’s hard not to start false casting and working your way into position. A better 

approach involves planning what you are going to do and thinking about making the minimum 

number of false casts and ensuring these are not made anywhere the fish might see them. If I could 

just remember this my tally of trout would increase dramatically. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

I’ve written about three casting faults I see in my own casting. I could go on to write about many 

more but someone from the International Federation of Fly Fishers (or Fly Fishers International as 

it is now known) may read this and want me to do my exam again. Having a certificate doesn’t 

exempt you from making casting errors. It just makes you look for them more closely and teaches 

you what to do about them.  
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